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Question: 65

Configure a virtual appliance using multiple network interfaces, with each interface connected to one of the VPC
networks.

Answer: B

Question: 66

Your company is using GSuite and has developed an application meant for internal usage on Google App Engine. You
need to make sure that an external user cannot gain access to the application even when an employee’s password has
been compromised.

What should you do?
A. Enforce 2-factor authentication in GSuite for all users.
B. Configure Cloud Identity-Aware Proxy for the App Engine Application.
C. Provision user passwords using GSuite Password Sync.
D. Configure Cloud VPN between your private network and GCP.

Answer: A

Question: 67

Your team sets up a Shared VPC Network where project co-vpc-prod is the host project.

Your team has configured the firewall rules, subnets, and VPN gateway on the host project. They need to enable
Engineering Group A to attach a Compute Engine instance to only the 10.1.1.0/24 subnet.

What should your team grant to Engineering Group A to meet this requirement?
A. Compute Network User Role at the host project level.
B. Compute Network User Role at the subnet level.
C. Compute Shared VPC Admin Role at the host project level.
D. Compute Shared VPC Admin Role at the service project level.

Answer: B

Explanation:

https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/shared-vpc#svc_proj_admins

Question: 68



A DevOps team will create a new container to run on Google Kubernetes Engine. As the application will be internet-
facing, they want to minimize the attack surface of the container.

What should they do?
A. Use Cloud Build to build the container images.
B. Build small containers using small base images.
C. Delete non-used versions from Container Registry.
D. Use a Continuous Delivery tool to deploy the application.

Answer: D

Explanation:

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/solutions/best-practices-for-building-containers

Question: 69

You are setting up a CI/CD pipeline to deploy containerized applications to your production clusters on Google
Kubernetes Engine (GKE). You need to prevent containers with known vulnerabilities from being deployed.

You have the following requirements for your solution:

Must be cloud-native

Must be cost-efficient

Minimize operational overhead

How should you accomplish this? (Choose two.)
A. Create a Cloud Build pipeline that will monitor changes to your container templates in a Cloud Source Repositories
repository. Add a step to analyze Container Analysis results before allowing the build to continue.
B. Use a Cloud Function triggered by log events in Google Cloud’s operations suite to automatically scan your
container images in Container Registry.
C. Use a cron job on a Compute Engine instance to scan your existing repositories for known vulnerabilities and raise
an alert if a non-compliant container image is found.
D. Deploy Jenkins on GKE and configure a CI/CD pipeline to deploy your containers to Container Registry. Add a
step to validate your container images before deploying your container to the cluster.
E. In your CI/CD pipeline, add an attestation on your container image when no vulnerabilities have been found. Use a
Binary Authorization policy to block deployments of containers with no attestation in your cluster.

Answer: C,E

Explanation:

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/architecture/prep-kubernetes-engine-for-prod

Question: 70

You need to enable VPC Service Controls and allow changes to perimeters in existing environments without
preventing access to resources.



Which VPC Service Controls mode should you use?
A. Cloud Run
B. Native
C. Enforced
D. Dry run

Answer: D

Explanation:

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/vpc-service-controls/docs/service-perimeters

Question: 71

You need to set up a Cloud interconnect connection between your company’s on-premises data center and VPC host
network. You want to make sure that on-premises applications can only access Google APIs over the Cloud
Interconnect and not through the public internet. You are required to only use APIs that are supported by VPC Service
Controls to mitigate against exfiltration risk to non-supported APIs.

How should you configure the network?
A. Enable Private Google Access on the regional subnets and global dynamic routing mode.
B. Set up a Private Service Connect endpoint IP address with the API bundle of "all-apis", which is advertised as a
route over the Cloud interconnect connection.
C. Use private.googleapis.com to access Google APIs using a set of IP addresses only routable from within Google
Cloud, which are advertised as routes over the connection.
D. Use restricted googleapis.com to access Google APIs using a set of IP addresses only routable from within Google
Cloud, which are advertised as routes over the Cloud Interconnect connection.

Answer: B

Explanation:

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/network-connectivity/docs/interconnect/concepts/overview

Question: 72

You have noticed an increased number of phishing attacks across your enterprise user accounts. You want to
implement the Google 2-Step Verification (2SV) option that uses a cryptographic signature to authenticate a user and
verify the URL of the login page.

Which Google 2SV option should you use?
A. Titan Security Keys
B. Google prompt
C. Google Authenticator app
D. Cloud HSM keys

Answer: C



Question: 73

You have noticed an increased number of phishing attacks across your enterprise user accounts. You want to
implement the Google 2-Step Verification (2SV) option that uses a cryptographic signature to authenticate a user and
verify the URL of the login page.

Which Google 2SV option should you use?
A. Titan Security Keys
B. Google prompt
C. Google Authenticator app
D. Cloud HSM keys

Answer: C

Question: 74

Your organization’s Google Cloud VMs are deployed via an instance template that configures them with a public IP
address in order to host web services for external users. The VMs reside in a service project that is attached to a host
(VPC) project containing one custom Shared VPC for the VMs. You have been asked to reduce the exposure of the
VMs to the internet while continuing to service external users. You have already recreated the instance template
without a public IP address configuration to launch the managed instance group (MIG).

What should you do?
A. Deploy a Cloud NAT Gateway in the service project for the MIG.
B. Deploy a Cloud NAT Gateway in the host (VPC) project for the MIG.
C. Deploy an external HTTP(S) load balancer in the service project with the MIG as a backend.
D. Deploy an external HTTP(S) load balancer in the host (VPC) project with the MIG as a backend.

Answer: C

Question: 75

You have noticed an increased number of phishing attacks across your enterprise user accounts. You want to
implement the Google 2-Step Verification (2SV) option that uses a cryptographic signature to authenticate a user and
verify the URL of the login page.

Which Google 2SV option should you use?
A. Titan Security Keys
B. Google prompt
C. Google Authenticator app
D. Cloud HSM keys

Answer: C

Question: 76

You have been tasked with inspecting IP packet data for invalid or malicious content.



What should you do?
A. Use Packet Mirroring to mirror traffic to and from particular VM instances. Perform inspection using security
software that analyzes the mirrored traffic.
B. Enable VPC Flow Logs for all subnets in the VPC. Perform inspection on the Flow Logs data using Cloud Logging.
C. Configure the Fluentd agent on each VM Instance within the VPC. Perform inspection on the log data using Cloud
Logging.
D. Configure Google Cloud Armor access logs to perform inspection on the log data.

Answer: B
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